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Synopsis

From a pretty peacock (oooh!) to some slimy slugs (yuck!), the animals depicted by acclaimed illustrator-author John Butler will delight the very young. This simple, interactive look at various animals and the responses they evoke will coax giggles and spirited responses from young children as they follow along.
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Customer Reviews

This is a wonderfully engaging book. I am a speech therapist who works with preschool aged children and have yet to meet a kid who didn't like this book. It is a great book for young children with speech and language delays. It provides practice for many early sounds in a functional and meaningful context. It is also repetitive which gives children with language disorders many opportunities to practice the sentence structure presented in the book. Many adjectives are presented. The animals are all familiar and the pictures are beautiful.

My son was introduced to this book in his Kindermusik class. You've never seen cute till you've seen nine little children around 3-years-old yell in unison what you would say for each animal. In fact they anticipate the next page because they are soooo excited. The illustrations are wonderful. If you're little loves animals they will certainly fall in love with some of these cute little ones.

My 2 year old son absolutely loves this book. I came across it at the library and immediately decided
to check for availability. It must be included in every toddler’s library. I am still trying to get him to say "Peewwee" for the pig because he keeps saying "oink oink" nevertheless he loves this book. Strongly recommended.

Even my toddler grandkids have learned to finish the sentences in this book. This tender, lovable, simple book has gorgeous realistic illustrations. I never tire of reading or of taping it back together when my grandkids enjoy it too much!

My 2 1/2 yr old daughter has the Autism Spectrum Disorder PDD-NOS. Her Speech Therapist used this book with her and she loves it. It is a wonderful way to help children practice speaking in the most natural way possible. As a mom, I am always looking for ways to reinforce what the therapists do to help my daughter. This book allows me to do that.

My son just loves this book and I can see why...the pictures are extremely detailed and the story is simple but amusing. I was glad I bought it used...the book was in like-new condition for about a quarter of the new-book price. I would order this again.

What do you say when you see a fluffy little kitten? Or a slimy slug? How about a pudgy pig? IF YOU SEE A KITTEN takes these animals, and various other ones, and matches up a response that a young child might have when seeing them. John Butler has done an amazing job with illustrations, for they are so lifelike, and beautiful, and they will capture the attention of children of any age, as well as their parents. Overall, this is an enjoyable picture book for all animal lovers. Erika Sorocco

Book Review Columnist for The Community Bugle Newspaper

This book was the favorite of both my kids (a girl and a boy) when they were at the age when they were first learning to talk. They loved the pictures and especially liked making the exclamations at each page when they saw the pictures. I like how the pictures at the edge of the page lead you to the next animal.
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